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If M is the closure of the complement of a regular neighborhood

of a nontrivial knot in S3 then there exists a nonsingular torus T

embedded in M, which is incompressible (i.e. the inclusion i: T-+M

induces a monomorphism i*: irx(T)-^irx(M)). If F is any orientable

closed incompressible surface embedded in M then irx(M) contains

7Ti(F) as a subgroup. L. Neuwirth [3, Question T] asks whether the

converse is true: If ttx(M) contains the group ET of a closed (orienta-

ble) surface of genus g>l, does there exist a nonsingular closed

surface F of genus g whose fundamental group is injected mono-

morphically into irx(M) by inclusion? As a partial answer we show

that not for every such $Eirx(M) there exists an incompressible

FEM. The question remains open whether M contains incompres-

sible closed surfaces of genus >1. We show that for torus knots M

does not contain such surfaces, by showing that irx(M) does not con-

tain subgroups %.

1. Isotopic surfaces. Let M be a compact 3-manifold (orientable

or nonorientable). A "surface F in M" always means a 2-sided em-

bedded surface F in M such that FC\dM = dF. F is incompressible in

M iff F^S2 and ker(i*: irx(F)^nrx(M))=l, where *: F-^M is the

inclusion. We say M is P2-irreducible iff M is irreducible (every

2-sphere bounds a ball) and does not contain (2-sided) projective

planes. M is called boundary-irreducible iff d M is a system of in-

compressible surfaces.

Theorem 1. Let M be a P2-irredubicle 3-manifold. Let G be an

incompressible surface in M and \§Ei*irx(G) Eirx(M). If there exists an

incompressible surface FEM such that dFEdGP\dF and uwx(F) =\y,

then Fis isotopic to G.

This follows from theorems obtained by Waldhausen [5]. In

particular we need the following:

Proposition [5, Proposition 5.4]. Let M be P2-irreducible. Let F

and G be incompressible surfaces in M, dFEdFC\dG, such that FC\G

consists of mutually disjoint simple closed curves (with transversal inter-

section at any curve which is not in dF). Let H be a surface and suppose

there is a map f: HXI—>M such that f\ HXO is a covering map onto F
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andf(d(HXI) —HX0)EG. Then there is a surface H and an embedding

HXI->M such that HX0 = FEF; Cl(d(HXl)-HXO) =GEG and
F(~\G=dF; moreover if GC\F^dG then F and G are discs.

Waldhausen proves this for orientable M, F, G, using his Lemmas

5.1 to 5.3 in [5]. In the nonorientable case 5.1 of [5] may be proved

by looking at the orientable 2-sheeted covering of M (see [2]). Then

the proofs of Lemmas 5.2 to 5.4 in [5] go through in the nonorientable

case as well, noting that F and G are 2-sided in M.

Proof of the theorem. Suppose F exists. By small isotopic de-

formations, constant on dM, we may assume that GC\F consists of a

system of closed curves, the number of which is minimal. We claim:

There exists a surface H homeomorphic to F and a map/: HXI^>M

such that/|HX0 is a homeomorphism onto Pand/| (HXl^JdHXl)

EG. For, let/|HX0 be i: F^M. Since gOi(G) and dFEdFf\dG,
we can define the map on HXOKJdHXl^H^XI, where /YC1) is the

1-skeleton of H, such that/|H^XIEG. Since G is incompressible,

we can extend this map to a map from d(HXI)-^M. Now ir2(M) =0

(by our assumption on Mand the projective plane theorem [l ]; in fact it

follows from the Hurewicz-isomorphism on the universal cover that

Mis aspherical), therefore/can be extended to a map HXI—*M. The

rest of the proof copies the proof of Corollary (5.5) in [5]: by the

proposition, there exist pieces GEG and FEF which are parallel

in M such that FC\G = dF. Ii GC\F^dG then PUG bounds a ball,
since M is irreducible. This ball contains a piece F'EF. Deforming

F' out of this ball across G, we could make FC\G smaller, a contradic-

tion. Hence we have GC\F = dG. Therefore there exists an isotopic

deformation of F (constant on F—F) which throws F onto G. If F

would not be all of F, then we could deform F — dFr\F out of G

(keeping dF fixed) and thereby reduce the intersection number

Fr\G. Hence F = F, Fr\G = dFEdFf\dG, hence dG = GC\FEdM and
since GC\dM = dG we have G = G.

Let % be a subgroup of Tx(M). We say % is carried by a surface FEM

iff there exists an embedding i: F^>M such that i*xi(P) = g and

ker i*. = l.

Corollary. Let M be P2-irreducible. Let Gbe a closed incompressible

surface of genus >1 in M. Then there exists a subgroup %Ettx(M)

which is not carried by a surface FEM but is isomorphic to irx(F).

(In fact, if G is not a Klein bottle there exist infinitely many non-

isomorphic subgroups ofwx(M) having this property.)

Proof. Let F be a finite covering of G such that F is not homeo-

morphic to G. (Since G^S2, P2, Torus, Klein bottle, we can construct
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infinitely many topologically different compact F's.) Then p*7Ti(F) = %

(where p: F—»G is the covering map) is a subgroup of tti(Ct), hence of

i*irx(G)Eirx(M). If g would be carried by F, then by Theorem 1, F

would be isotopic to G, a contradiction.

In particular this corollary applies to complements of nontrivial

knots as mentioned in the introduction.

2. Surfaces in 3-manifolds which groups have a center. Let % be

the fundamental group of a closed surface P. If F is orientable sup-

pose genus (F) > 1, if F is nonorientable let genus (F) >2.

Lemma. Let M be an irreducible (compact) 3-manifold with irx(M)

~ 5 XZ, then Mis a fibre bundle over Sl with fiber F.

This is a special case of Stallings theorem [4].

Theorem 2. Let M be a P2-irreducible, boundary irreducible 3-

manifold and suppose the center 3 of irx(M) is infinite. If dM^0,

then wx(M) does not contain a subgroup § as above.

Proof. Suppose there exists \yEirx(M). Then, since the center of gr

is trivial, 5P>3 = 1. If tES is of infinite order, the subgroup in tx(M)

which is generated by % and / is isomorphic to \^XZ(t). If D(M) de-

notes the double of M, then since M is boundary irreducible, t*:

Tx(M)—yirx(D(M)) is a monomorphism, where i: M—^D(M) is the

inclusion (this is well known; a proof may be found, e.g., in [4]).

Since D(M) is PMrreducible and irx(D(M)) not finite, D(M) is

aspherical (see the remark in the proof of Theorem 1). Therefore we

can construct a map/: FXS1—*D(M) which induces the embedding

%XZ-^>irx(M)%irx(D(M)). It follows from Waldhausen's theorem

[5, Theorem 6.1] (see [2] for the nonorientable case), that/ is homo-

topic to a covering map. In particular, since FXS1 is compact it

follows that gXZ has finite index in vx(D(M)) and therefore in

TTx(M)Eirx(D(M)). Now consider the covering M of M which is

associated to %XZ. M is compact. Now the universal covering of M

can be embedded in a ball such that the interior of this ball is con-

tained in the embedding ([5, Theorem 8.1]; the proof in the non-

orientable case is quite similar, since the only thing needed is the

existence of a hierarchy [2]). Hence M does not contain fake 3-cells,

and since ir2(M) = 0 it follows that M is irreducible. By the lemma, M

is a fiber bundle with fiber F, in particular M is closed, which is

absurd.
The first part of the proof gives us immediately:

Proposition. Let M be a closed P2-irreducible 3-manifold and sup-
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pose the center $ of ttx(M) is infinite. If iri(M) contains a subgroup %

then FXSlis a covering of M.

Corollary (to Theorem 2). The groups

\ h, ■ ■ ■ ,tm, gx, ■ • • , gn, ax, bx, ■ ■ ■ , ap, bp, h:

tihti   = h; gihgi   = h; ajiai   = h;bthbi = h;

Hit' = 1, (ai,8i) = 1,/x • • ■ tmgl ■ ■ ■ gn Ilti [at, b(] = it,   bE Z\

do not contain a subgroup %.

These are fundamental groups of Seifert fiber spaces. In particular

the groups of torus knots \g, h: g"hP = l\ do not contain a subgroup

§• Hence the complement of a torus knot does not contain closed

incompressible surfaces other than Tori.

Remark. The nonexistence of closed surfaces of genus > 1 in

irreducible orientable 3-manifolds M with nonempty boundary for

which ttx(M) has nontrivial center follows immediately from Wald-

hausen's papers [6], [7]. In [6] Waldhausen proves that these mani-

folds are Seifert fiber spaces and in [7,§(10.3) ] it is remarked that any

incompressible surface in M which is not boundary-parallel either

consists of Seifert fibers (but does not contain singular fibers) or is a

branched covering over the Seifert surface ("Zerlegungsflache").
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